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Satellite Accumulation Area Inspection

Violation Code

Description

15

No Signage designating the SAA location
Label SAA "Satellite Accumulation Area"

Hazardous Chemical Waste
Violation Code

Description

001

Hazardous wastes are properly labeled with a Hazardous Waste label.

002

Hazardous wastes are properly described on Hazardous Waste label (e.g.-no chemical formulas, acronyms, etc.).

003

Waste quantities have not exceeded waste accumulation limits of 55 gal/1 qt (p-list) waste.

004

Hazardous waste is stored in proper containers (i.e. no food or water bottles).

005

All hazardous waste containers are sealed (exception when wastes are being added or removed from the container).
Containers in the SAA should be tightly sealed at all times. Chemicals should not be stored in, or transferred to, the SAA
until reactions are complete. If a reaction is still occurring, or if the potential for pressure building exists, than the chemical
should be kept inside a chemical fume hood with a note stating as much.

006

Containers show no signs of leakage or damage.

007

Hazardous waste containers or secondary containment is compatible with the waste (e.g.-Corrosives and halogenated solvents are
in non-metal containers; Hydrofluoric acid waste is in plastic).

008

Waste streams have been separated and not mixed together (i.e. hal or non-hal, mixed heavy metals).

010

Hazardous waste containers are in proper secondary containment.

011

Containers of incompatible waste are stored in separate secondary containment.

012

No chemical residue is present on containers or secondary containment.

013

Hazardous waste containers are not overfilled. (i.e. headspace is present)

009

SAA is located at or near the original point of generation and is under the control of the generator (e.g. in the same room, no door
separating generation and SAA).

014

SAA location is secured (i.e. room locked and attended).

015

SAA is labeled "Satellite Accumulation Area."

016

SAA is located in an appropriate area (e.g. away from path of egress, not under a safety shower, etc.).

017

SAA is inspected weekly.
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Hazardous Chemical Waste
Violation Code

Description____________________________________________________________________________________________

NO

No deficiencies found.
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